
 

Manual Focus Vs Autofocus Dslr

Getting the books Manual Focus Vs Autofocus Dslr now is not type of challenging means. You
could not and no-one else going similar to books heap or library or borrowing from your links to
edit them. This is an unconditionally simple means to specifically get guide by on-line. This online
statement Manual Focus Vs Autofocus Dslr can be one of the options to accompany you in
imitation of having further time.

It will not waste your time. endure me, the e-book will very declare you supplementary issue to
read. Just invest little grow old to log on this on-line message Manual Focus Vs Autofocus Dslr as
capably as review them wherever you are now.

50 Things Photographers Need to Know About
Focus John Wiley & Sons
If you've ever wanted to take dynamic and vibrant
digital photos of your favorite band in concert, but
aren't sure how to tackle such obstacles as
approaching the stage, tricky lighting situations, or
even what equipment to use, then look no further!
Concert and Live Music Photography is a
comprehensive guide to shooting live music
performances, providing you with the right
information on equipment, camera settings,
composition, and post-processing to get the best out
of each performance shot. J. Dennis Thomas,
whose work has appeared in such magazines as
Rolling Stone, SPIN, and Country Weekly, shares
tips on lighting, common problems, etiquette, and
recommended camera settings for shooting in a
variety of different venues, including clubs, bars,
outdoor concerts, theatres, stadiums, and arenas. He
also explains how to get the right credentials to get
you closer to each performance. Jam packed with
over 160 photos from today's top concerts, this
book will not only give you the information you
need to start taking rockin' photos of your favorite
musicians, but will spark your creativity when

you're anticipating the next shot. For the on-the-go
photographer, a cool companion website features
additional tips, venue troubleshooting, and an
equipment checklist when you need to think on your
feet while running to another gig.

Canon EOS Rebel T3/1100D For
Dummies Peachpit Press
Unlock all the secrets of the powerful
new Nikon D3100 DSLR camera Author
Julie King knows how to teach newbies,
and in this handy guide she?ll help you
get the very most out of the powerful
new Nikon D3100. Say you?re already
an experienced photographer? The
helpful tips and tricks in this friendly
book will get you quickly up to speed on
the D3100?s new 14-megapixel sensor,
continous video/live focus, full HD
video, expanded autofocus, and more.
As a seasoned instructor at the Palm
Beach Photographic Center, Julie
anticipates all questions, whether
you?re a beginner or digital camera pro,
and offers pages of easy-to-follow
advice. Helps you get every bit of
functionality out of the new Nikon
D3100 camera Walks you through its
exciting new features, including the
14-megapixel sensor, continous
video/live focus, full HD video,
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expanded autofocus, and the updated in-
camera menu Explores shooting in Auto
mode, managing playback options, and
basic troubleshooting Explains how to
adjust the camera?s manual settings for
your own preferred exposure, lighting,
focus, and color style Covers digital
photo housekeeping tips?how to
organize, edit, and share your files Tap
all the tools in this hot new DSLR
camera and start taking some great pix
with Nikon D3100 For Dummies.
CLANDESTINE PHOTOGRAPHY John
Wiley & Sons
Photographers! Your guide is here! The
demand for high-quality photographs is
higher than ever. Whether you’re building
your influencer rating online, capturing
the moments of a child’s life, or are
looking for ways to improve your skills,
photography know-how is a must-have
skill. Digital Photography For Dummies
helps you do more than pointing, shooting,
and hoping for the best or slapping a filter
on a camera phone shot. This book
introduces you to the camera settings and
techniques that separate okay pictures
from frame-worthy portraits. It then
explains how to apply those skills to
capturing your own portraits, landscape
shots, and high-action photos. Develop a
better eye for image composition
Discover how to light photos better,
including using natural light Learn to get
quick results in auto settings or take full
control in manual mode Discover the
elements of exposure and how they
influence the final product Find
instructions on taking a formal or casual
portrait Apply basic editing techniques to
finalize your image Go beyond photo apps
and apply the techniques pros use for
their images.
Peter Read Miller on Sports Photography John Wiley
& Sons
This valuable resource focuses on what professional
wedding photographers need to do to stay

competitive and continue winning new assignments,
despite an array of challenges. Though wedding
budgets are often subject to cuts, photographers will
learn how to finesse their operations, improve their
marketing, and convert client contacts into reliable job
streams. By running a lean business with few excess
costs, this step-by-step guide lays out how wedding
photographers can draw attention to their studio,
generate demand, and create a brand that
complements and promotes their unique vision.
Included are tips for improving search-engine
optimization, marketing, pricing, packaging, and
contracts to enable aspiring and experienced
professionals alike to follow their passions to success.
Digital Photography For Dummies
Peachpit Press
Have you watched a million videos
on YouTube, read a ton of
articles, and purchased dozens of
books about photography? And yet
some things are not quite clear,
and you can't put your finger on?
I get it. I was confused like you.
Everybody talks about cameras.
Very few talk about photography.
This is why I decided to help
frustrated photographers like you
by putting together a very short
book with the concepts that are
most important in photography.
Nobody tells you that, in the end,
there's only a few ingredients to
snap the perfect photograph, and a
few rules that you can follow to
take memorable pictures. I truly
hope that my approach will guide
photographers like you on a path
of fulfilling discovery and
understanding, landing you to your
next great photographs. Salvatore
INTRODUCTION This book is for
beginner photographers who have
started exploring a more manual
approach to photography and would
like some help in making better
sense of aperture, shutter speed
and ISO, the creative flexibility
they offer, and the DSLR as a
creative instrument. If you have
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been shooting photos primarily in
AUTO mode, you are not alone! Most
people can use a camera that way
with no problem, however many
become intimidated the moment they
hear terms like aperture or shutter
speed. Rather than going to show
you every option of your camera,
this book will guide you through
the principles that rule
photography and exposure, giving
you the knowledge and tools to
perfectly understand the process
and fully utilize the power of your
camera. I believe in teaching at
the student's pace. That's why I
have divided the book in 10
sections, each covering a single
topic, further broken up in smaller
chapters. You will also find both
color photographs and simplified
diagrams that will help visualize
the concepts. The book extensively
covers the process of composition,
what makes a good photograph, and
tips and techniques that will point
you in the right direction. By the
end of the book you will learn: *
Adjusting exposure to control the
brightness of your photos * Setting
your aperture to blur or focus the
background * Setting your shutter
speed to freeze action or blur
motion * Setting your White Balance
according to the scene * Using
exposure compensation for tricky
lighting situations * What P, A/Av,
S/Tv and M modes are * What camera
scenes are * What a histogram is
and how to use it to take better
pictures * How to use the camera's
light metering system * How to use
the camera's auto-focusing system *
The difference between full frame
and crop sensor cameras * The
difference between RAW and JPEG
files and also, advanced techniques
like: * Bracketing/HDR * Stitching
* Focus stacking * Long exposure *

Image averaging * Camera panning *
ETTR Several chapters also include
a list of practice exercises that
you are encouraged to undertake as
a starting point for better
learning. While not overwhelming
you with unnecessary jargon, this
book doesn't shy away from using
the correct technical terminology.
I believe that this will ultimately
empower you to join future
photography conversations that will
further grow your expertise and
lead you towards capturing your
vision into stunning photographs.

Canon EOS Rebel T6i / 750D
For Dummies Tony Northrup
In Peter Read Miller on
Sports Photography, the
30-year Sports Illustrated
veteran photographer takes
you into the action of many
of his most iconic shots,
relating the stories behind
the photos of some of the
world’s greatest athletic
events, including the
Olympics and the Super Bowl.
Discussing the circumstances
surrounding particular shots,
Peter shares observations of
the athletes themselves, and
provides tips and techniques
for sports photographers of
all levels looking to capture
great photos of football,
track and field, gymnastics,
and swimming, as well as
dynamic portraits of
athletes. Unlike photo
collections by other greats
of sports photography, this
book seamlessly interweaves
the images and the
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fascinating stories behind
them with photographic
instruction, while giving you
an inside look at what it’s
like to work at the nation’s
leading sports publication.
Beautifully illustrated with
images from the Olympics,
football, and portrait
sessions with professional
athletes, this book offers a
rich and inspiring experience
for sports photographers,
sports fans, and Sports
Illustrated readers.
Concert and Live Music Photography
"O'Reilly Media, Inc."
A comprehensive guide to the Canon
EOS Rebel T5i/700D camera written
by bestselling For Dummies author
Julie Adair King Expert author and
photography instructor Julie Adair
King is exactly who you want to
explain Canon's hot new Rebel
T5i/700D camera for you. Her
friendly, step-by-step style -
honed to a fine point from helping
over 300,000 readers use their
cameras - will have you snapping
great shots on the new Rebel in no
time. Find all the info you need,
backed by clear images of camera
controls and menus, so you know
exactly what she's explaining,
when she's explaining it. More
than 300 fabulous full-color
photos help you see what you and
your DSLR Rebel T5i/700D can
achieve. Canon's EOS Rebel
T5i/700D is an entry-level DSLR
camera from Canon and features an
18 megapixel sensor, full 1080
video capability, 5fps shooting,
and a 3-inch viewscreen Covers how
to shoot in Auto mode, manage
playback, organize your images,
and get better results from

exposure, lighting, focus and color
Gives you professional editing
tricks and offers plenty of
beautiful full-color images so you
can see what you can achieve
Popular bestselling author Julie
Adair King author has written more
than 15 For Dummies books on Nikon
and Canon cameras, and she helps
you really get a feel for the
camera Canon EOS Rebel T5i/700D For
Dummies...there's so much here to
get you on your way to taking great
photos!
Digital Photography For Dummies
CRC Press
Take your best shot with your new
Nikon D3300 Congratulations on
your new Nikon D3300 DSLR! You
probably want to get shooting
right away, but first you need to
know some basics about the
controls and functions. Nikon
D3300 For Dummies is your ultimate
guide to your new camera, packed
with everything you need to know
to start taking beautiful
photographs right out of the gate.
Author Julie Adair King draws on a
decade of experience in
photography instruction,
specifically Nikon and Canon, to
walk you through the basics and
get you started off on the right
foot. Your new Nikon D3300 offers
full control over exposure
settings, but it also includes pre-
sets and auto mode options for
beginners. Nikon D3300 For Dummies
guides you through the specifics
of each setting, and teaches you
how to determine what controls
work best in a given situation.
Written specifically for the Nikon
D3300, the book discusses only the
controls and capabilities
available on your model, and shows
you where to find them and how to
use them. Topics include: Shooting
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in auto mode, playback options, and
basic troubleshooting Working with
light, focus, and color, and
conquering video mode Picture
organization, including file
transfer and sharing Tips on photo
editing and select features This
full-color book includes a variety
of photos that demonstrate the
effects of different settings,
allowing you to develop an eye for
matching controls to situations. If
you want to get the most out of
your new DSLR, Nikon D3300 For
Dummies is the best, most complete
guide on the market.
The Complete Portrait Manual
Amphoto Books
A new edition gets you in the
picture for learning digital
photography Whether you have a
point-and-shoot or digital SLR
camera, this new edition of the
full-color bestseller is packed
with tips, advice, and insight
that you won't find in your camera
manual. Digital photography guru
Julie Adair King presents you with
new and extensively updated
information on topics that is
written for fledgling
photographers in a fun and
friendly style. You'll explore
tips for finding the gear that
best suits your needs, using built-
in tools, working with focus and
exposure, and shooting like a pro.
However, if you've already got an
archives full of photos, then this
guide shows you how to upload,
edit, manage, and share your
images. Advice for prolonging
battery life, an honest look at
the pros and cons of digital SLR,
and a helpful glossary are all
aimed at making your experience
with digital photography picture
perfect! Shows you how to set up
your camera for basic shooting and

use automatic mode, common scene
modes, and all the camera's
features Explains how to edit your
images and fix common problems like
dim lighting or red-eye Highlights
ways to print photos at home or
through a service and then posting
online to social sites or send to a
cell phone Helps you manage depth
of field, exposure, and white
balance Digital Photography For
Dummies, 7th Edition provides you
with rich, full-color examples
throughout to help your digital
pictures say more than a thousand
words!

A Photographer's Guide to Focus
and Autofocus Yosemite
Conservancy
MEET YOUR DSLR There are tons
of camera types on the market
today—from cheap point-and-
shoots to mirrorless
interchangeable-lens (ILC)
models, from tiny action cams
to the camera on your
smartphone. But for many
dedicated shooters, the obvious
first choice in equipment is
still a digital single-lens
reflex (DSLR) camera. Why?
First, DSLRs allow a shooter to
frame pictures with precision
fairly easily. Second, the
sheer number of lens types
available lets one camera
perform many functions. Like
any new piece of equipment,
function and controls can take
some getting used to. Here’s an
overview of the main controls,
as well as a quick peak at
what’s going on inside the
camera itself. MANUAL FOCUS
RING Don’t want your camera to
decide where to focus? Turn
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this ring. Want to make fine
manual focus adjustments while
using autofocus? Again, turn
this ring. ZOOM RING When your
DSLR is fitted with a zoom lens,
use this ring to adjust for
desired focal length—and
determine how close or far away
a subject in your shot appears.
IMAGE STABILIZATION SWITCH
Located on your lens or the body
of your camera, this switch
kicks image stabilization on and
off. This function allows you to
get sharper images of static
objects without a tripod or in
lower light than might be
possible without it. HOTSHOE
While it sounds like a dated
dance move, it’s actually where
you attach a flash or other
accessory to your camera. A lot
of times, DSLRs come with covers
to shield the hotshoe when it’s
not in use. MODE DIAL Use this
dial to pick a shooting mode.
Cede control of exposure
settings to the camera in fully
automatic mode, be a control
freak in fully manual, or try
one of the many preset program
modes. ISO BUTTON This button
controls the light sensitivity
of your camera’s image sensor.
If you’re shooting in
ultrabright light, use a low ISO
(50–200), and increase ISO in
lower light. FYI, the higher the
ISO in use, the more
noise—visual distortion, often
in the form of grainy or blotchy
appearance—your image may have.
AUTOFOCUS BUTTON Press this
button to tell your DSLR to pick
which elements in your shot

should appear the sharpest.
VIEWFINDER Peek through the
viewfinder to make choices about
how to compose and frame your
shot. Through it, you’ll see a
corrected (read: right side up)
version of the image that
reflects off your camera’s
reflex mirror. SHUTTER
Essentially a mechanical
curtain, the shutter serves as a
movable barrier between a
camera’s image sensor and its
lens. Open the shutter, and your
camera’s reflex mirror pivots
up, allowing an image to hit the
image sensor. PENTAPRISM Not
unlike the brain’s visual
cortex—the part of your brain
that converts images your eyes
see as upside down—this pentagon-
shape prism flips an image out
of reverse before sending it the
viewfinder’s way. IMAGE SENSOR A
device covered with pixels
(light-sensitive cells), an
image sensor measures the
intensity and color of an image
that has passed through the
shutter. Last, the image sensor
converts these measurements into
digital form—ultimately
capturing your shot. REFLEX
MIRROR When an image enters a
lens, it’s upside down. The
reflex mirror reflects that
image through a focusing screen,
in the direction of the
pentaprism. LENS Detachable
lenses change your camera’s
capabilities by narrowing or
widening a circular opening—the
size of which is called the
aperture—to control the amount
of light that enters. Light
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passes through the lens on its
way to the reflex mirror.
Nikon D7200 For Dummies Amherst
Media
The difference between getting the
shot and missing the shot comes
down to split seconds and how you
manage your gear and your
technique. In Outdoor Action and
Adventure Photography professional
adventure sports photographer Dan
Bailey shows readers how to react
quickly to unfolding scenes and
anticipate how the subject and the
background might converge.
Capturing those significant
moments to produce powerful
imagery that evoke the feel and
mood of adventure requires
specialized skills and a wide
variety of creative ideas. This
book teaches photographers how to
think geometrically and how to
pull together the elements that
make for a successful shot, all
while being immersed in the
action. The practical manual will
improve your technique for
creating more compelling adventure
imagery, whether you’re shooting
ultra-marathoners splattered in
mud, rock climbers in a crevasse,
or mountain bikers hurtling past
you. In this book, you’ll: •
Discover the necessary equipment
for shooting action, learn how to
use it to its full potential, and
develop a comprehensive adventure
photography camera system that you
can adapt to different shooting
situations. • Learn specific
techniques and creative ideas that
help you freeze the moment and
create images that convey
excitement, mood, and the feel of
adventure. • Learn advanced skills
that can help you start defining
your own particular style of
action photography and create a

"brand" of photography that’s based
around your passion and your
vision. • Examine case studies that
break down the process for shooting
different types of action subjects
and see the nuts and bolts of how
to create powerful imagery from
start to finish.
Digital Photography Composition
For Dummies John Wiley & Sons
Your guide to capturing that
perfect shot The Nikon D7500 has
created a buzz in the photography
community, gaining recognition for
its appealing combination of high-
end features and compact size. If
you’re upgrading your existing
dSLR or even purchasing your very
first camera, Nikon D7500 For
Dummies will help you feel like a
pro in no time. This book
highlights the importance of
understanding all of the basic
features of your new camera,
before diving into insights about
how to take top-notch photos.
You’ll learn about when and how to
use flash, understand exposure,
and control focus and depth of
field. There is also information
on taking expert action, close-up,
and landscape shots, and how to
access and download those photo
files. Photography is a great way
to capture lifelong memories, and
this book makes it easy to get
started. Learn photography
terminology Shoot, view, and trim
movies Master color controls
Discover ways to customize your
camera Don’t just settle for auto
mode; take advantage of all the
D7500’s amazing features with the
help of Nikon D7500 For Dummies!

Nikon D7500 For Dummies John
Wiley & Sons
This book explains how to
take surreptitious
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photographs and record video
of people and property in a
safe and effective manner
while producing excellent
results. It is the most
comprehensive text on
clandestine photography
available. It takes the reader
through conventional as well
as the most sophisticated
clandestine photography
methods in practice today, and
it covers the use of all types
of equipment ranging from off-
the-shelf to the most high-
tech equipment available. The
ultra-long-range night vision
photography methods discussed
in this book were devised by
the authors and only exist
here. Readers will discover
esoteric techniques for
photographically recording
recognizable human and vehicle
plate images from distances of
over a mile in both daylight
and night conditions. Myriad
methods for secretly
photographing people and
property under diverse and
difficult conditions are
presented. Readers will
discover innovative
applications of combinations
of old and new photographic-
related technologies—some
combined in unexpected ways
that produce surprising
results. It is written and
extremely well illustrated in
an easy to understand style
for all photographers

regardless of skill level. The
book is appropriate for anyone
in law enforcement, military
operations, and private
investigation. It will also
benefit government
surveillance specialists and
those responsible for
detecting and thwarting manual
clandestine photography.
Nikon D3300 For Dummies John
Wiley & Sons
*The first book geared toward
a new 'hybrid' discipline of
videojournalism, broadcast
journalism and documentary
film making, teaching
students how to produce
material for all three media
(online, broadcast and
streaming) from the viewpoint
of a one-man-band. *Includes
a comprehensive presentation
of both the journalistic,
artistic, esthetic,
moral/legal, and technical
aspects of videojournalism.
*Based on 40 years of
teaching students how to tell
visual stories and as such is
packed with pedagogical
features including an
interactive companion
website, full colour
illustrations, and interviews
with experts in the field
which shed light on career
opportunities beyond
graduation.
The Complete Guide to Sony's
Alpha 200 DSLR (B&W Edition)
John Wiley & Sons
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The perfect guide to get you up
and running with your new Canon
dSLR camera The Canon EOS Rebel
T3/1100D is a popular dSLR
camera for those moving up from
point-and-shoot for the first
time. This full-color guide
explains all the buttons, dials,
and menus, helping you
understand your camera and start
using all its features. Plenty
of colorful photos from the
author's portfolio illustrate
what you can achieve. The book
covers shooting in auto mode,
using the onboard controls,
working with Live View, and
managing exposure, focus, color,
and lighting. It also addresses
specific shooting situations,
how to get your images from the
camera to the computer, and tips
on editing and sharing your
photos. Canon's Rebel T3/1100D
is a popular starter camera for
those moving from point-and-
shoot to SLR; this book helps
dSLR newcomers understand and
use all the controls Covers
using all the dials, menus, and
modes; working with Live View
and playback; dialing in
exposure and managing lighting;
and shooting in auto mode
Explains how to get the best
images in various situations
Addresses how to get images from
the camera to the computer,
editing techniques, and how to
print photos or post them online
Full-color photos from the
author's collection show what
you can achieve Anyone moving up
to dSLR photography with the
Canon T3/1100D will gain skill

and confidence from this easy-to-
follow guide.
Nikon D5300 Digital Field Guide
Lulu.com
The top-rated and top-selling
photography ebook since 2012
and the first ever Gold Honoree
of the Benjamin Franklin
Digital Award, gives you five
innovations no other book
offers: Free video training. 9+
HOURS of video training
integrated into the book’s
content (requires Internet
access). Travel around the
world with Tony and Chelsea as
they teach you hands-on.
Appendix A lists the videos so
you can use the book like an
inexpensive video
course.Classroom-style teacher
and peer help. After buying the
book, you get access to the
private forums on this site, as
well as the private Stunning
Digital Photography Readers
group on Facebook where you can
ask the questions and post
pictures for feedback from
Tony, Chelsea, and other
readers. It’s like being able
to raise your hand in class and
ask a question! Instructions
are in the
introduction.Lifetime updates.
This book is regularly updated
with new content (including
additional videos) that
existing owners receive for
free. Updates are added based
on reader feedback and
questions, as well as changing
photography trends and new
camera equipment. This is the
last photography book you’ll
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ever need.Hands-on practices.
Complete the practices at the
end of every chapter to get the
real world experience you
need.500+ high resolution,
original pictures. Detailed
example pictures taken by the
author in fifteen countries
demonstrate both good and bad
technique. Many pictures include
links to the full-size image so
you can zoom in to see every
pixel. Most photography books
use stock photography, which
means the author didn’t even
take them. If an author can’t
take his own pictures, how can
he teach you? In this book, Tony
Northrup (award-winning author
of more than 30 how-to books and
a professional portrait,
wildlife, and landscape
photographer) teaches the art
and science of creating stunning
pictures. First, beginner
photographers will master:
CompositionExposureShutter
speedApertureDepth-of-field
(blurring the
background)ISONatural
lightFlashTroubleshooting
blurry, dark, and bad
picturesPet photographyWildlife
photography (mammals, birds,
insects, fish, and more)Sunrises
and sunsetsLandscapesCityscapesF
lowersForests, waterfalls, and
riversNight
photographyFireworksRaw
filesHDRMacro/close-up
photography Advanced
photographers can skip forward
to learn the pro’s secrets for:
Posing men and women. including
corrective posing (checklists

provided)Portraits (candid,
casual, formal, and
underwater)Remotely triggering
flashesUsing bounce flash and
flash modifiersUsing studio
lighting on any budgetBuilding a
temporary or permanent studio at
homeShooting your first
weddingHigh speed
photographyLocation
scouting/finding the best spots
and timesPlanning shoots around
the sun and moonStar trails (via
long exposure and image
stacking)Light
paintingEliminating noiseFocus
stacking for infinite depth-of-
fieldUnderwater
photographyGetting close to
wildlifeUsing electronic shutter
triggersPhotographing moving
carsPhotographing architecture
and real estate
Nikon Lenses John Wiley & Sons
Here is a comprehensive handbook
designed to help all photographers
— from beginners to experts —
capture the landscape, flora, and
fauna of one of the best places on
earth. These tips and directions
from Yosemite local Michael Frye
are an indispensable resource for
anyone who wants to take better
pictures in Yosemite and
elsewhere. Last updated over a
decade ago, The Photographer’s
Guide to Yosemite has been revised
to include advice especially for
digital photography, and includes
new full-color reproductions of
Frye’s own work to serve as
examples and inspiration. Every
aspect of photographing this
magnificent park is covered,
including: In-depth descriptions
of nearly 40 outstanding locations
Information on the best months and
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times of day for successful shots
Detailed maps indicating prime
viewpoints Tips on technique and
equipment More than 100 stunning
full-color photographs

Langford's Basic Photography
For Dummies
Whether you own a Digital SLR
camera or are thinking of
buying one, with this guide,
you’ll give it your best
shot! It has info to help you
choose the right camera and
accessories, and then use
them right. Digital SLR
Cameras & Photography For
Dummies covers the hardware,
the software, and the
techniques you need to take
top-notch digital photos with
your dSLR. This guide will
get you clicking with
information on: The
advantages of a dSLR camera:
more control over what
portions of your images are
in sharp focus; a more
accurate viewfinder; lower
levels of the annoying grain
effect called noise; ability
to capture the most fleeting
action; more control over
depth-of-field; ability to
review your image
immediately, upload the photo
to your computer, make
adjustments, and print a full-
color print in minutes
Choosing the accessories that
will take your dSLR to the
next level, depending on the
type of photography you do
and your current and future

needs Megapixels, and matching
pixels to print sizes and
printers The components of a
dSLR: lens; viewing system,
aperture, shutter, light-
sensitive component; medium
for storing the captured image
Accessorizing your dSLR with
memory cards, filter add-ons
(infrared, polarizers, neutral
density, and special effects),
electronic flash, tripods, and
more Once you get your hands
on a dSLR camera (literally),
this reference helps you use
its features and controls to
take great pictures. Complete
with more than 300 color
photos, lots of tables, and
clear, step-by-step
instructions for various
situations, subjects, and
calculations, Digital SLR
Cameras & Photography For
Dummies helps you refine your
techniques with info on:
Getting the exposure right
with the histogram, the
metering system, or Program,
Aperture Priority, Shutter
Priority, or Manual Exposure
modes Achieving the right
focus with manual focus or
autofocus The scoop on
lenses—prime, zoom, and
special—and using them
appropriately and creatively
How to use interchangeable
lenses, set up speedy
continuous-shooting burst
modes, apply selective focus,
and shoot under the lowest
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light levels Special features
of dSLR to reduce noise,
cancel camera shake, do time-
lapse photography, and shoot
infrared photos Working with
the RAW format, JPEG, or both
Taking action, flash, or
sequence photos or freezing
the action Composition basics,
including the Rule of Thirds,
tips for shooting portraits or
group photos, and more Using
image editors to fix-up your
photos (with cropping, tonal
adjustments, color correction,
spot removal,
sharpening/blurring, and
more), with step-by-step
instructions for using
Photoshop Compositing images
Choosing your printer and
evaluating your output options
With Digital SLR Cameras &
Photography For Dummies, you
won’t only get the how-to for
various types of shots, you’ll
see the results with great
color photos. In no time,
you’ll be taking great photos
of your own.
DSLR Photography for
Beginners Clube de Autores
Fully updated, this edition
covers the HDR process from
image capture through post-
processing for Web and print.
"Practical HDRI" is richly
illustrated with step-by-step
tutorials for creating
professional results using
the leading HDR software
titles.

Practical HDRI John Wiley & Sons
Anyone who buys this superb Sony
semi-professional camera will want
to try out every one of its
awesome features.
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